


 

starter set models 
The following models are included in the BattleMonsters starter set. 

 



dragonling                       cost: 14 battlepoints 

 

Element: mythic  
Special Rules: Reptilian Regeneration;  Whenever a Dragonling is affected 

by a debuff, roll a D6 at the very end of every game turn. On a roll of 5+, re-

move any debuff counter from the Dragonling. 

 

 
 

 

HP ATK DEF RA RD IN 

22 6 5 5 5 5 

action 1: draconic hiccup 

Element:  mythic     Class: Ranged    
Accuracy: 8 

 
“The Dragonling eagerly tries to exhale  

dragonbreath, but out comes only a few ran-
dom tiny turquoise sparks.” 

 
Deal D6 damage . 

If 1-3 is rolled on accuracy dice, the target is 
inflicted with the Stunned debuff. 

 

action 2: protect master 

Element:  neutral      Class: Trigger     
Accuracy: 10 

 
“The Dragonling coils around its master’s body, 

hissing protectively at the enemy.” 
 
 

Place a trigger counter in play. 
As long as the user remains the player’s active 

BattleMonster, the enemy cannot use any  
trigger-class actions. 

action 3: stunning pulse 

Element:  lightning     Class: Trigger   
Accuracy: 8 

 
“In the wild, Dragonlings generate electric  

discharges to stun their unsuspecting prey. 
This is as effective in battle as it is in nature.” 

 
 

The target becomes affected by the Stunned 
debuff. 

 
 

action 4: constrict 

Element:  neutral      Class: Trigger     
Accuracy: 7 

 
“Using its long serpentine body, the Dragonling 

wraps itself around the opponent. Squeezing 
tighter with every breath, trying to choke the 

enemy to death.” 
 

Deal D3 damage. Repeat this action if 2+ is 
rolled on the D3. This action is not affected by 

Vulnerabilities or Natural Defenses.  
This specific action can be taken beyond the 

normal maximum of 5 damage dice per action. 

Vulnerabilities: moon (2)     arctic (2)     mythic (2) 

Natural Defenses: heat (½)      plant (½)      aquatic (½)     lightning (½) 

Immunities:   



tyrant hatchling         cost: 13 battlepoints 

 

Element: earth/stone     
Special Rules: Anger Management Issues; Whenever a Tyrant Hatchling is 

affected by a debuff, roll an additional D6 when successfully using an  

action that deals damage. 

 

 

 

HP ATK DEF RA RD IN 

25 7 5 5 5 4 

action 1: might be edible? 

Element:  night     Class: Melee    
Accuracy: 10 

 
“Using its distensible jaws, the Tyrant Hatch-

ling tries to consume its enemy  in a single 
mouthful.” 

 
 

Deal D6 damage. 
If the opponent is on an equal or smaller model 

base, double the total damage output if a 6 is 
rolled.  

 

action 2: intimidating stare 

Element:  night     Class: Trigger     
Accuracy: 10 

 
“The reptilian stare of a Tyrant Hatchling is 

completely cold and emotionless.  
Other BattleMonsters find the stare thoroughly 

unnerving. 
 

Place a trigger counter in play. 
As long as the opponent’s current  

BattleMonster remains active, it cannot use 
any trigger-class actions .  

action 3: fling dirt 

Element:  earth     Class: Ranged   
Accuracy: 7 

 
“The Tyrant Hatchling kicks and claws at the 

ground, trying to fling dirt and small pebbles at 
the enemy” 

 
Deal D6 damage.  

if 5+ is rolled on damage dice, place an accura-
cy change counter in play. Until the opponent 

switches out their active BattleMonster, all 
their actions have -2 accuracy. This additional 
effect does not accumulate by using this action 

multiple times.  
 

action 4: stalk 

Element:  night     Class: Melee    
Accuracy: 10 

 
“The Tyrant Hatchling charges forward against 

its enemy, trying to bite and rip apart weak 
spots.” 

 
Always strikes first, even before switches and 

items. If the opponent has chosen to use an 
action or an item, deal D3 damage. If the oppo-
nent has chosen to switch, deal 3D6 damage.  

Vulnerabilities: plant (4)     aquatic (4)     earth (2)    arctic (2)  
 metal (2)     martial  (2)     

Natural Defenses: toxic (¼)     heat (½)     stone (½)   air (½)     neutrl(½) 

Immunities:  lightning 



 

electrodent                   cost: 17 battlepoints 

 

Element: lightning 
Special Rules: Supercharged Fur; Whenever an Electrodent is successfully 

hit by an enemy melee-class action, roll a D6. On a roll of 5+, the enemy 

BattleMonster is affected by the Stunned debuff.  

 

 

 

HP ATK DEF RA RD IN 

20 6 4 5 4 9 

Vulnerabilities: earth (2)     

Natural Defenses: air (½)     metal (½)      lightning (½) 

Immunities:   

action 1: lightning bolt 

Element:  lightning     Class: Ranged   
Accuracy: 8 

 
“The Electrodent unleashes its full power upon 

its foe, sending a bright shimmering bolt of 
lightning their way.” 

 
Deal 2D6 damage. 

action 2: charged charge 

Element:  lightning     Class: Melee   
Accuracy: 8 

 
“The Electrodent rubs its static fur to generate 

an electric charge, and launches itself at the  
enemy with electrified frenzy.” 

 
Deal D6 damage. 

If 5+ is rolled on damage dice, the target  
becomes affected by the Stunned debuff. 

action 3: lightning reflexes 

Element:  neutral      Class: Trigger     
Accuracy: 8 

 
“With incredible speed, the Electrodent scuttles 

restlessly around the battlefield, trying to 
dodge enemy attacks.” 

 
Place an accuracy-change counter in play.  

For the next D6 game turns, all enemy actions 
have -3 accuracy.  

This action cannot be used again until it expires. 

action 4: lick wounds 

Element:  neutral      Class: Trigger     
Accuracy: 10 

 
“The Electrodent retreats to a safe hiding spot 

on the battlefield to recuperate and regenerate 
its strength.” 

 

User is restored to its full starting HP, but 

 becomes affected by the Unconscious debuff. 



cordysect nymph         cost: 12 battlepoints 

 

Element: insect/plant 
Special Rules: Cloud of Cordyceptic Spores; When a Cordysect Nymph is 

successfully hit by an enemy melee-class action, Roll a D6. 

On 1-2, nothing happens. On 3-4, the opponent’s active BattleMonster is af-

fected by the Stunned debuff. On 5-6, the opponent’s active BattleMonster 

is affected by the Infected debuff.  

 

 

 

HP ATK DEF RA RD IN 

20 7 6 5 6 3 

action 1: spore cloud 

Element:  plant     Class: Trigger    
Accuracy: 10 

 
“The cordyceps fungi on the back of the 

Cordysect Nymph frantically shakes to un-
leash a shower of virulent spores. The insect 

doesn’t seem to notice at all.” 
 

The target becomes affected by the  
unconscious debuff. 

action 2: parasitize 

Element:  plant    Class: Ranged    
Accuracy: 8 

 
“Fungal tentacles erupt from various cracks 

and crevasses in the spasming Cordysect 
Nymph’s exoskeleton. They reach out for new 

hosts to drain.” 
 

Deal D6 Damage to the enemy BattleMonster. 
Restore HP to user equal to the amount of 

damage done.  
 

action 3: insect mandibles 

Element: insect     Class: Melee  
Accuracy: 7 

 
“The cordysect Nymph uses its sharp mandi-
bles to chew on the foe, desperately hungry 
because the fungi on its back absorbs all its 

nutrition.” 
 

Deal D6 Damage. Add 1 extra D6 of damage  
every turn this action is successfully used in a 

row.  
 

action 4: berserker’s rage 

Element:  neutral      Class: Trigger     
Accuracy: 7 

 
“The fungi on the back of the Cordysect Nymph 
release a powerful hallucinogen directly into 

the nymph’s central nervous system, causing it 
to go completely batshit crazy. 

 
Place a stat-change counter in play. For the 
next D3+1 game turns, the user’s ATK-stat is  

doubled. 

Vulnerabilities: heat (4)     air (4)     arctic (2)     stone (2)   
toxic (2)     insect (2)         

Natural Defenses: earth(½)      plant (½)      aquatic (½)      
lightning (½)     martial  (½)     

Immunities:   



  

toxighast spectre         cost: 18 battlepoints 

 

Element: spirit/toxic 
Special Rules: Ethereal form; Whenever a Toxighast Spectre is hit by an  

enemy melee-class action, roll a D6. On a roll of 5+, ignore all effects of the 

action.  

 

HP ATK DEF RA RD IN 

15 4 3 10 4 8 

Vulnerabilities: spirit  (2)     night (2)     mind (2)      

Natural Defenses: toxic (¼)     plant  (½)      insect (½)     moon (½)      

Immunities:   

action 1: bite from beyond 

Element:  spirit      Class: Ranged     
Accuracy: 8 

 
“Since the discovery of Toxighasts, scientists 

have been unable to answer the following 
question: ’where do things physically eaten by 

the skull-mouth of a Toxighast actually go?’ 
So far nobody has come up with an answer.” 

 
 
 

Deal D6 damage.  
If 1-3 is rolled on the accuracy dice, the enemy 

BattleMonster is inflicted with the Stunned 
Debuff.  

action 2: epos of aging 

Element:  neutral      Class: Trigger     
Accuracy: 8 

 
“The Toxighast utters unearthly noises remi-
niscent of humanoid chanting whispers. This 

ungodly sound causes enemies to rapidly age 
as the whispers grow louder. Sometimes even 

the Toxighasts will burn themselves out 
through this chanting, leaving only an empty 

blackened feline skull behind . 
 

This action affects both target and user. 
Place trigger counter in play. Any affected Bat-

tleMonsters who remain active after 3 game 
turns have passed, are immediately defeated.  

 

action 3: mesmerize 

Element:  mind     Class: Trigger     
Accuracy: 6 

 
“Toxighast defy the very logic of science by be-

ing seemingly spiritual beings of another 
world. With strange hands formed from their 

insubstantial smokey tails, a slight caress is all 
it takes to entrance the enemy.”  

 
The target becomes affected by the  

Unconscious debuff. 

action 4: petrifying gaze 

Element:  neutral      Class: Trigger     
Accuracy: 10 

 
“The deep empty stare of the Toxighast Spectre 
affects the enemy, making them unable to look 
away from their otherworldly dead eyes. Even 

if their master calls them back, they refuse and 
keep on fighting.” 

 
The target may not switch out before the using 
BattleMonster is either switched or defeated.  



molluscano                   cost: 12 battlepoints 

 

Element: heat 
Special Rules: Exothermic Slime; Whenever a Molluscano is successfully 

hit by an enemy melee-class action, Roll a D6. On a roll of 5+, the enemy 

becomes affected by the Burned debuff.  

 

 
 

 

HP ATK DEF RA RD IN 

20 4 4 7 4 2 

action 1: flame gouts 

Element:  heat      Class: Ranged    
Accuracy: 7 

 
“The slime of a Molluscano is highly reactive 

with oxygen, and will rapidly burst into flames 
when excreted. When threatened, a  

Molluscano can fire a gout of flaming slime 
from its pneumostome.” 

 
Deal 2D6 damage to the enemy. 

Deal damage equal to the lowest of the two 
rolled dice to user. 

 

action 2: toxic sludge 

Element:  toxic     Class: Ranged    
Accuracy: 7 

 
“While the slime trail of a Molluscano is highly 

exothermic, the stalks and tentacles of its faci-
al area are riddled with toxic chemicals which 

can cause nausea and sickness.” 
 
 

Deal D6 damage. 
If 1-4 is rolled on accuracy dice, the target be-

comes affected by the Infected debuff. 

action 3: retract body parts 

Element:  neutral     Class: Trigger   
Accuracy: 10 

 
“The soft boneless body of the slug-like  

Molluscano can warp and bend to unnatural 
levels. It can retract its’ antennae and tenta-
cles into its body, minimizing its weak spots.” 

 
Place a stat-change counter in play.  

Until user switches out or is defeated, it counts 
as having its DEF-stat doubled. 

action 4: rapid regeneration 

Element:  neutral      Class: Trigger     
Accuracy: 8 

 
“Before the baffled eyes of the opponent, the 

Molluscano’s wounds seem to heal themselves 
with incredible speed.” 

 
 

Restore 3D6 HP to user. 

Vulnerabilities: earth (2)     stone (2)      aquatic (2) 

Natural Defenses: heat (½)      plant (½)       arctic  (½)     insect (½) 
moon (½)      metal (½)       

Immunities:   



terratalpa                   cost: 15 battlepoints 

 

Element: earth   
Special Rules: Funnel Burrow; When enemy BattleMonsters attempts to 

use switch against a Terratalpa, roll a D6. 0n a roll of 4+, the switch is suc-

cessful. On 1-3, The BattleMonster is  trapped in the Terratalpa’s burrow 

and cannot escape and lose their turn. 

 

 

 

 

HP ATK DEF RA RD IN 

15 5 3 4 5 10 

action 1: bury alive 

Element:  earth     Class: Trigger 
Accuracy: 3 

 
“With all its strength, the Terratalpa grabs the 

enemy in a tight grip and quickly dives down 
into the darkness below. One can only guess 

what horrible things happen to the poor mon-
ster in the deep pits of the burrow.” 

 
The target is immediately defeated. This action 
can only be used against BattleMonsters with 

an equal or smaller model base size.  

action 2: fling dirt 

Element:  earth     Class: Ranged   
Accuracy: 7 

 
“The Terratalpa uses its mouth and shovel-

shaped hands to fling dirt and small pebbles at 
the enemy.” 

 
Deal D6 damage.  

if 5+ is rolled on damage dice , place an accu-
racy change counter in play. Until the opponent 

switches out their active BattleMonster, all 
their actions have -2 accuracy. This additional 
effect does not accumulate by using this action 

multiple times.  

action 3: burrow trap 

Element:  earth     Class: Melee    
Accuracy: 7 

 
“With almost supernatural speed, the Terra-

talpa uses its segmented spiny mouth to drag 
the enemy into the abyss, while using its shov-

el-shaped hands to cover the pair in dirt.” 
 

Deal 2D6 damage . 
 
 

action 4: hide from danger 

Element:  neutral      Class: Trigger     
Accuracy: 10 

 
“The Terratalpa conceals itself in its burrow, 

trying to cover as much of its body as possible 
with dirt.” 

 
 

Place a stat change counter in play.  
Until the opponent’s active BattleMonster is 
switched or defeated, it counts as having its 

ATK-stat reduced by 25% of its starting value. 

Vulnerabilities: aquatic  (2)     arctic (2)     plant (2) 

Natural Defenses: toxic (½)      stone (½)       

Immunities:  lightning 



leechbat                        cost: 10 battlepoints 

 

Element: toxic/air  
Special Rules: Echolocation; A Leechbat can never have its accuracy re-

duced and can always perform trigger-class actions. 

This ability overrides other effects would normally reduce accuracy or 

prevent trigger-class actions from being used.  

 

 
 

 

HP ATK DEF RA RD IN 

20 5 4 3 4 5 

action 1: venomous bite 

Element:  toxic     Class: Melee     
Accuracy: 8 

 
“The parasitic Leechbat’s sharp incissors are 

coated in a venomous substance which  
hinders the coagulation of blood.” 

 
Deal D6 damage. 

If 5+ is rolled on the damage dice, the target  
becomes affected by the infected debuff. 

 

action 2: sonic echoes 

Element:  spirit       Class: Trigger     
Accuracy: 9 

 
“The Leechbat uses its sonic abilities to  

extrude an ungodly screech in an extremely 
high pitch.  The sound is profoundly annoying.” 

 
The target becomes affected by the Distracted 

debuff. 
 

action 3: suck blood 

Element:  insect      Class: Melee  
Accuracy: 8 

 
“Leechbats feast exclusively on the blood of 
other beings, be it people or BattleMonsters. 

They have even been observed to seek suste-
nance in dire times by sucking the electricity 

out of machines.” 
 

Deal D6 damage. 
Restore HP to user equal to half the amount of 

damage done.  
 

action 4: intimidating stare 

Element:  night     Class: Trigger     
Accuracy: 10 

 
“The Leechbat flaps its wings and hisses vio-
lently, it seems like it’s staring  directly at the 

opponent although it has no eyes. 
 
 
 

As long as the opponent’s current  
BattleMonster remains active, it cannot use 

any trigger-class actions .  

Vulnerabilities: Lightning (2)     arctic (2)     stone (2)      mind (2) 

Natural Defenses: toxic  (½) plant (½)  insect (½)  martial (½) moon (½)       

Immunities: earth   



scythed wasp larvae          cost: 9 battlepoints 

 

Element: insect/toxic 
Special Rules: Toxin Muncher; Whenever a Scythed Wasp Larvae is suc-

cessfully hit by an enemy action that deals damage, ignore any additional 

negative effects of the action such as debuffs, or stat decreases.  

 

 
 

 

HP ATK DEF RA RD IN 

20 4 3 2 2 5 

action 1: insect mandibles 

Element: insect     Class: Melee  
Accuracy: 7 

 
“The Larvae uses its sharp mandibles to chew 

on the foe. It must consume an incredible 
amount in order to grow up and one day  

become a scythed wasp.” 
 

Deal D6 Damage. Add 1 extra D6 of damage  
every turn this action is successfully used in a 

row.  

action 2: venomous sting 

Element:  toxic     Class: Melee     
Accuracy: 8 

 
“The sharp horn on the forehead of the Scythed 

Wasp Larvae is riddled with venom. Although 
it’s only a fraction of the potency of adult wasp 

venom, it is still very painful to get stung.” 
 

Deal D6 damage. 
If 1-3 is rolled on accuracy dice, the target  
becomes affected by the infected debuff. 

action 3: sticky silk 

Element:  insect      Class: Trigger 
Accuracy: 10 

 
“The Scythed Wasp larvae shoots strings of 

viscous sticky silk. The enemy becomes entan-
gled in the web, hindering its ability to move.” 

 
Place a stat change counter in play.  

Until the opponent’s active BattleMonster is 

switched or defeated, it counts as having its  

IN-stat reduced by 25% of its starting value. 

action 4: bark and grunt 

Element:  neutral     Class: Trigger   
Accuracy: 10 

 
“The Larva rustles its carapace to produce an 
insectoid chirping shriek. The obscure sound 

disturbs the enemy” 
 

Reduce the ATK-stat of the target by 25% of its 
starting value. 

Vulnerabilities: air  (2)     heat  (2)     stone (2)      mind (2) 

Natural Defenses: toxic  (½) plant (½)  insect (½)  martial (½) moon (½)       

Immunities:  



lepusceros rex                  cost: 38 battlepoints 

 

Element: toxic/earth  
Special Rules: Toxic Touch; Whenever a Lepusceros Rex is successfully hit 

by an enemy Melee action, roll a D6. On a roll of 4+, the enemy BattleMon-

ster is immediately affected by the Infected debuff.  

 

 

Basic Actions: The following two actions are always known by any Lepusceros Rex. In addition to 
these, players must choose or generate two optional actions from the optional actions list. 
Optional actions can be found on the next page. 

 

 
 

 

HP ATK DEF RA RD IN 

40 9 8 9 7 9 

action 1: grand stampede 

Element:  earth    Class: Melee   
Accuracy: 7 

 
“The huge hulking Lepuscerous Rex roars 

loudly and charges directly at its quarry. The 
ground itself cracks and shatters under the 

enormous bulk of the charging beast.” 
 
 

Deal 3D6 damage . 
 

action 2: terrible toxins 

Element:  toxic      Class: Trigger     
Accuracy: 9 

 
“The bodies of the Lepuscerous species are 
like biological chemical labs. They are able  

recycle chemical compounds and toxins at-
tained through their omnivorous diet, and use 

it as a biological weapon against their foes.” 
 

The target becomes affected by the Disease 
debuff. 

Vulnerabilities: aquatic  (2)     arctic (2)     mind (2)     earth (2) 

Natural Defenses: insect (½) martial (½) moon (½) toxic  (½)  stone  (½) 

Immunities:  lightning 



Optional Actions: Choose or generate two of the actions below to build your Lepusceros Rex.  
Be sure to mark which action is chosen as number 3 and 4 to ensure they correspond with the  
action tokens. 

 
 
Campaign Rules:  A Lepusceros Rex in itself is a mighty beast who can trample entire villages on 
their own. Some of the top men among the ranks of the Missile Squad, the leaders of the raiding par-
ties, are sometimes seen riding atop gigantic armoured Leposcerus Rexes and Reginas, comman-
ding the legions of the Missile Squad from atop their mounts. Players can choose to increase the 
strength of a Lepusceros Rex boss encounter by using the following profile and special rules. 
 
ancient lepusceros rex 

An Ancient Lepusceros Rex does 3D6 damage when using their optional gland actions instead of the 
usual 2D6. When defeating such a marvelous beast, the defeating player may choose to either sell 
the horns as an afrodisiac on the black market for 5D6 Battlepoints, or brew a special potion using 
the monster’s chemical glands. The special potion counts as a Ressurection Potion from the com-
mon items list with the following exception: Roll a D6 when used. On a roll of 3+ return the item to 
your inventory. 

action ▢ subzero glands 

Element:  arctic      Class: Ranged    
Accuracy: 8 

 
“The beast was raised on a harsh diet of meat 
from arctic BattleMonsters. The Lepuscerous 
has assimilated their ability to breathe sheer 

cold from its gaping nostrils.” 
 
 

Deal 2D6 damage . 
 

action ▢ fiery glands 

Element:  heat      Class: Ranged    
Accuracy: 8 

 
“The Lepusceros must stem from an area 

where heat-element battlemonsters were in 
abundance. It has consumed so many fire 

breathing monsters that it has gained the abil-
ity itself. 

 
Deal 2D6 damage . 

 

action ▢ electric glands 

Element:  lightning      Class: Ranged    
Accuracy: 8 

 
“A great Lepusceros Rex, known for using bio-

electricity, met its match after many a compet-
itive battle. Scientists were baffled when the 
autopsy revealed its insides to be filled with 

half digested SilverDrones. ” 
 
 

Deal 2D6 damage . 

action ▢ hydro glands 

Element:  aquatic     Class: Ranged    
Accuracy: 8 

 
“Despite their natural aversion to water, the 
Lepusceros species have been observed to 
stand on top of small waterfalls, using their 

unusual paws to swat Goldbass out of the wa-
ter as they move upstream to escape from 

their oceanic birthplace.” 
 

Deal 2D6 damage . 

HP ATK DEF RA RD IN 

50 9 10 9 10 9 



ripe reekroot                  cost: 36 battlepoints 

 

Element: plant/toxic  
Special Rules: Cloud of Hallucinogenic Spores; When a Ripe Reekroot is 

successfully hit by an enemy melee-class action, Roll a D6. 

On 1-2, nothing happens. On 3-4, opponent’s active BattleMonster is affect-

ed by the Distracted debuff. On 5-6, opponent’s active BattleMonster is af-

fected by the Disease debuff.  

 

 

Basic Actions: The following two actions are always known by any Ripe Reekroot. In addition to the-
se, players must choose or generate two optional actions from the optional actions list. 
Optional actions can be found on the next page. 

 

 
 

HP ATK DEF RA RD IN 

40 8 9 11 9 5 

action 1: despicable odor 

Element:  toxic    Class: Melee  
Accuracy: 8 

 
“The Ripe Reekroot engages its enemy, filling 

the air with a deep red mist of pollen . The 
sharp stench of rotting carcasses meets the 

enemy.” 
 

Deal 2D6 damage. 
If 1-3 is rolled on accuracy dice, the target be-

comes affected by the Infected debuff.  
 

action 2: parasitize 

Element:  plant    Class: Ranged    
Accuracy: 8 

 
“The Ripe Reekroot opens its foul vertical 

mouth, unleashing a mass of fleshy tentacle 
roots to drain the nutrition and life force out of 

the enemy.” 
 

Deal D6 Damage to the enemy BattleMonster. 
Restore HP to user equal to the amount of 

damage done.  

Vulnerabilities: air  (2)     heat  (2)     arctic  (2)      mind (2) 

Natural Defenses:  lightning  (½)      martial (½)        moon (½)  
plant    (½)       aquatic  (½) 

Immunities:   



Optional Actions: Choose or generate two of the actions below to build your Ripe Reekroot.  
Be sure to mark which action is chosen as number 3 and 4 to ensure they correspond with the  
action tokens. 

 
 
Campaign Rules:  It is said that deep within the Verminwoods, lie whole groves covered in 
Reekroots. Their gigantic mass of fleshy tentacle roots forever intertwined in eternal symbosis. 
These Reekroot patches are best avoided, as tentacles quickly grasp and devour any fume addled 
creature coming too close to this great flower hive, though the rewards of such a plantation of im-
mense medical value can be tempting. Players can choose to increase the strength of a Ripe 
Reekroot boss encounter by using the following profile and special rules. 
 

reekroot flower hive 

A Reekroot Flower Hive may never choose the ”Leeching Tendrils” action. Instead, the effect of the 
action always counts as being passively in play. When defeating a Reekroot Flower hive, the defea-
ting player harvests the putrid stinging plants to brew a multitute of potions. Gain D6 Lesser Healing 
Potions and D6 Unstable Healing Potions. All the potions can be sold on the black market as a bund-
le for 5D6 Battlepoints if the player so wishes. 

action ▢ terrible toxins 

Element:  toxic      Class: Trigger     
Accuracy: 9 

 
“Believe it or not, there are parts of the world 
where people actually harvest and eat Ripe 
Reekroots. In these regions it is known that 

they should always be boiled because the sap 
within their veins is highly toxic until boiled.” 

 
The target becomes affected by the Disease 

debuff. 

action ▢ paralyzing pollen 

Element:  plant    Class: Trigger  
Accuracy: 8 

 
“With a squeezing spasm, the Reekroot releas-
es a fart of psychedelic pollen from the center 

of their flower. Enemies breathing in the fumes 
are immediately haunted by vivid  

hallucinations.” 
 

The target becomes affected by the Stunned 
debuff. 

action ▢ leeching tendrils 

Element:  plant    Class: Trigger  
Accuracy: 6 

 
“Flesh like roots erupt from the ground, they 

bore into the enemy and leeches blood to ferti-
lize the slurping Reekroot. 

 
Place a trigger counter in play. At the end of 

every game turn, deal D3 Damage to the target 
and restore an equal amount of HP to the user.  

Remove counter whenever the opponent is 
defeated or switched.  

action ▢ dozing spores 

Element:  plant    Class: Trigger  
Accuracy: 7 

 
“With a burping sound, the Reekroot belches 

out a gust of spores which renders the enemy 
unable to keep their eyes open.” 

 
The target becomes affected by the  

Unconscious  debuff. 

HP ATK DEF RA RD IN 

70 8 9 11 9 5 



mandiblade beetle              cost: 41 battlepoints 

 

Element: insect  
Special Rules: Titanic Mandibles; A Mandiblade Beetle can never have its 

ATK-stat lowered.  

 

 

Basic Actions: The following two actions are always known by any Mandiblade Beetle. In addition to 
these, players must choose or generate two optional actions from the optional actions list. 
Optional actions can be found on the next page. 

 

 
 

 

HP ATK DEF RA RD IN 

35 13 10 6 7 8 

action 1: insect mandibles 

Element: insect     Class: Melee  
Accuracy: 7 

 
“The Mandiblade Beetle gets its name from it’s 

hugely oversized mandibles. Grown from  
calcified chitin, these displays of horror can 

grow up to 2 meters in length, their inside edg-
es filled with jagged razor-sharp barbs” 

 
 

Deal D6 Damage. Add 1 extra D6 of damage  
every turn this action is successfully used in a 

row.  

action 2: decapitating strike 

Element:  neutral      Class: Trigger   
Accuracy: 2 

 
“When a Mandiblade Beetle gets a good grip on 
its foe, it’s natural instinct triggers, causing the 
huge mandibles of the beast to crush the ene-

my with horrific force. Only the greatest and 
sturdiest can avoid being sliced  clean in half 

under this enormous pressure.” 
 

The target  is immediately defeated. This action 
can only be used against BattleMonsters with 

an equal or smaller model base size.  

Vulnerabilities: air  (2)     heat  (2)     arctic (2)      stone (2) 

Natural Defenses:  martial (½)      plant    (½)       earth   (½) 

Immunities:   



Optional Actions: Choose or generate two of the actions below to build your Mandiblade Beetle.  
Be sure to mark which action is chosen as number 3 and 4 to ensure they correspond with the  
action tokens. 

 
 
Campaign Rules:  In the wild, male Mandiblade Beetles use their mandibles in spectacular fights 
against each other, in a display to impress the females of the species. Often the winner of the fight is 
the beetle with the largest mandibles. These alpha males are highly coveted among the beastma-
sters of the Verminwoods, and are often used in battle by the chieftains of these feral human tribes.  
Players can choose to increase the strength of a Mandiblade Beetle boss encounter by using the 
following profile and special rules. 
 

mandiblade beetle alpha 

The ”Decapitating Strike” action of a Mandiblade Beetle Alpha has an accuracy of 5 instead of the 
usual 2. When defeating a Mandiblade Beetle Alpha, the player harvests the gnarled mandibles of 
the dispicable insect. The mandibles can be crafted into a barbed harness and given to a BattleMon-
ster on the player’s team. That BattleMonster gains permanent +3 ATK for the remainder of the 
campaign. Instead of crafting the harness, the player can choose to sell the mandibles as a trophy 
on the black market for 5D6 Battlepoints if they so wish.  

action ▢ terrible toxins 

Element:  toxic      Class: Trigger     
Accuracy: 9 

 
“Behind the gigantic mandibles of the Mandi-
blade Beetle lie rows of smaller mandibles. 

These mouthparts are coated in digestive en-
zymes that turn flesh into a liquid goo which 

the beetle can suck up and easily digest.” 
 

The target becomes affected by the Disease 
debuff. 

action ▢ lick wounds 

Element:  neutral      Class: Trigger     
Accuracy: 10 

 
“The beetle makes a gagging sound and pukes 
gooey resin onto its wounds and waits for the 
resin to harden. As it hardens and crumbles 

off, the wounded carapace underneath seems 
to have regenerated.” 

 
User is restored to its full starting HP, but 

 becomes affected by the Unconscious debuff. 

action ▢ beat up 

Element:  martial    Class: Melee  
Accuracy: 8 

 
“The beetle makes a strange chirping sound,  

paws at the ground and then charges directly 
into its opponent, flailing violently with its 

spiny legs.” 
 

Deal 2D6 damage.  
Deal damage equal to the highest of the two 

rolled dice to user. 

action ▢ evasive stance 

Element:  neutral      Class: Trigger     
Accuracy: 7 

 
“The beetle waves its body in an unnatural 

manner, vaguely resembling a branch moving 
in the wind. This strange behavior seems to 

confuse the enemy.” 
 

Place an accuracy-change counter in play.  
For the next D6 game turns, all enemy actions 

have –2 accuracy.  
This action cannot be used again until it  

expires. 

HP ATK DEF RA RD IN 

45 15 10 6 7 10 



 

missile squad models 
The following models are included in the Missile Squad expansion set. 

Campaign Rules:   
”A militaristic organization known as the Missile Squad was quick to take the power of the region 
after the blasts. Sending out death squads to extort the local population out of whatever ressources 
they wanted with heavy weaponry and toxic BattleMonsters. Seemingly endless ranks of men and 
women have joined their ever growing ranks despite the loyalist media portraying them as  
terrorists. Missile Squad members are easy to reckognize even when off duty. They wear black 
studded gothic clothing, their bodies covered in grizzly tatoos and piercings made from scrap metal 
and bone. All their beliefs and iconography seems to be centered around the toxicity of the human 
race, believing themselves to be nature’s chosen ones because of their ability to rule and flourish in 
the toxic world. Higher ranking Missile Squad members, known as commanders, wear gas masks to 
protect themselves from the toxicity of their own BattleMonsters. An eerie walkie talkie in their belt 
always chittering in distorted gibberish. The region trembles at the feet of the Missile Squad, as they 
will not hesitate to brutally slaughter anyone who stands against their will.” 
 
If you decide that your campaign takes place in an area ruled by the Missile Squad, it is  
recommended to include the Missile Squad models when creating your hostile encounters. 
Remember to be imaginative when designing your campaign encounters and bosses. The Missile 
Squad mostly use toxic BattleMonsters but not exclusively, so anything goes. A whole page  
dedicated to setting up a campaign with the Missile Squad as the main antagonists can be found on 
page  14 of the BattleMonsters rules booklet. 
 



luxcelot kitten              cost: 14 battlepoints 

 

Element: neutral   
Special Rules: Natural Predator; Add D3 damage to the total damage output 

of any melee-class actions performed by a Luxcelot Kitten. 

 

 
 

 

HP ATK DEF RA RD IN 

20 5 4 4 4 9 

action 1: first strike 

Element:  neutral      Class: Trigger    
Accuracy: 8 

 
“Before the enemy can even react, the Luxcelot 

Kitten sucker swipes its opponent with  
incredible speed and precision” 

 
This action can only be used on the first turn 

the user is active. 
Always strikes first.  

Deal D3+1 Damage and cancel all effects of the 
opponent’s chosen action. 

action 2: storm of claws 

Element:  neutral      Class: Melee    
Accuracy: 7 

 
“The feline BattleMonster leaps forward 

against its opponent swatting furiously with its 
razor sharp claws.” 

 
Deal D6 damage. 

If 4+ is rolled on damage dice, roll another D6. 
Continue until 1-3 is rolled. 

action 3: battlecry 

Element:  neutral     Class: Trigger   
Accuracy: 10 

 
“Luxcelots are known for their ability to mimic 

virtually any sound they hear. They can even be 
trained to shout out phrases and profanities in 

an animalistic parody of human speech.” 
 

Place a stat-change counter in play. Until the 
target is switched or defeated, it’s DEF-stat is 

lowered to 50% of its starting value. 
 

action 4: might be edible? 

Element:  night     Class: Melee    
Accuracy: 10 

 
“Luxcelot Kittens are always looking for fresh 
meat to consume. In battle, they will often try 

and bite off small chunks of their enemies and 
quickly guzzle them down in the heat of battle.” 

 
Deal D6 damage. 

If the opponent is on an equal or smaller model 
base, double the total damage output if a 6 is 

rolled.  

Vulnerabilities: martial (2) 

Natural Defenses:  

Immunities: spirit    



violet viper                   cost: 14 battlepoints 

 

Element: toxic 
Special Rules: Aposematism; Whenever a Violet Viper is activated, imme-

diately lower the opponent’s ATK-Stat by 25% of its starting value.  

 

 
 

 

HP ATK DEF RA RD IN 

20 6 4 4 6 6 

action 1: constrict 

Element:  neutral      Class: Trigger     
Accuracy: 7 

 
“The Violet Viper wraps its long serpentine 

body around its enemy , squeezing tighter with 
every breath, trying to choke the enemy to 

death.” 
 

Deal D3 damage. Repeat this action if 2+ is 
rolled on the D3. This action is not affected by 

Vulnerabilities or Natural Defenses.  
This specific action can be taken beyond the 

normal maximum of 5 damage dice per action. 

action 2: might be edible? 

Element:  night     Class: Melee    
Accuracy: 10 

 
“Violet Vipers can distend their jaws to a  

baffling size. They have been known to swal-
low creatures of their own size whole!” 

 
 

Deal D6 damage. 
If the opponent is on an equal or smaller model 

base, double the total damage output if a 6 is 
rolled.  

action 3: hypnotic gaze 

Element:  neutral      Class: Trigger     
Accuracy: 7 

 
“The Violet Viper stares deeply into the eyes of 

the enemy while rocking its body back and 
forth in a pendulous motion. The helpless vic-

tim becomes entranced by the strange  
hypnotic gaze.” 

 
The target becomes affected by the Stunned 

debuff. 

action 4: venomous bite 

Element:  toxic     Class: Melee     
Accuracy: 8 

 
“The bite of a Violet Viper contains nerve toxins 

that slowly shut down the nervous system of 
anyone bitten. Hundreds of people and Battle-

Monsters perish every year from untreated 
viper bites.” 

 
Deal D6 damage. 

If 5+ is rolled on damage dice, the target  
becomes affected by the infected debuff. 

Vulnerabilities: earth (2)      mind (2) 

Natural Defenses: toxic  (½) plant (½)  insect (½)  martial (½) moon (½)       

Immunities:    



tumoroid                        cost: 15 battlepoints 

 

Element: toxic 
Special Rules: Highly Unstable; Whenever a Tumoroid is successfully hit by 

an enemy melee-class action, roll a D6. On a roll of 1, the hit begins an in-

ternal reaction within the Tumoroid, which causes it to erupt into a small 

atomic blast. Immediately perform the “Nuclear Meltdown” action. 

 

 

 

 

HP ATK DEF RA RD IN 

20 7 10 6 5 4 

action 1: cloud of radiation 

Element:  toxic       Class: Ranged     
Accuracy: 8 

 
“The deformed and mutated body of a Tumoroid 

is riddled with swollen, pus-ridden pores 
which constantly spew out farts of radioactive 

steam.” 
 
 
 

Deal D6 damage. 
If 1-4is rolled on accuracy dice, the target  
becomes affected by the Infected debuff.  

action 2: nuclear meltdown 

Element:  neutral      Class: Melee     
Accuracy: 10 

 
“Tumoroids are volatile creatures. Their bodies 
accustomed to extreme levels of radiation. Any 
rise in stress hormones or blood pressure can 

cause these monsters to spontaneously  
explode, leaving behind only a radioactive 

mushroom shaped cloud.” 
 

Deal 5D6 damage. 
User loses all remaining HP and is immediately 

defeated. 

action 3: terrible toxins 

Element:  toxic      Class: Trigger     
Accuracy: 9 

 
“The mere aura surrounding a Tumoroid is rid-

dled with nuclear radiation. Their presence 
alone is enough to cause cancer and genetic 

mutations in nearby creatures.” 
 

The target becomes affected by the Disease 
debuff. 

action 4: foul stench 

Element:  neutral     Class: Trigger     
Accuracy: 8 

 
“The tumoroid opens it’s twisted mouth and 

mourns as if in pain. The breath coming from 
the rancid gape of the beast is among the foul-

est things the opponent has ever smelled.” 
 

Place an accuracy-change counter in play.  
For the next 3 game turns, all enemy actions 

have –3 accuracy.  
This action cannot be used again until it  

expires. 

Vulnerabilities: mind (2) 

Natural Defenses: toxic  (½) plant (½)  insect (½)  martial (½) moon (½)       

Immunities: earth 



 

elemental saurians 

models 
The following models are included in the  

Elemental Saurians expansion set. 

 
Campaign Rules:   
”The Elemental Saurians are ancient creatures. In olden times these strange reptiles with affinities 
towards the elements were commonplace in nature. In today’s world, deforestation, nuclear warfa-
re, overhunting and general human interference have led to their near extinction in the wild. Most of 
the Saurians you see in battle and on the black market today have been bred in captivity, often by 
rich and powerful houses or merchants for the purpose of selling them to aspiring beastmasters. 
These scrawny mistreated beasts are a mere parody of what their ancestors used to be. In nature, 
Elemental Saurians still exist, but are rarely seen. Legend has it there are still Great Winged  
Ignisaurs, huge armoured Jetsnappers and Giant Sepasaurs that seem to be living in symbiosis 
with Reekroot plants, who sprout from all over their warty backs.” 
 
In campaigns , Elemental Saurians count as ”rare encounters” even though their Battlepoint value 
is less than 20 points. 



infant ignisaur              cost: 15 battlepoints 

 

Element: heat 
Special Rules: Fiery Rage; When an Infant Ignisaur has 10 or less HP, ac-

tions of the heat-element do double damage.  

 

 
 

 

HP ATK DEF RA RD IN 

20 5 4 6 5 7 

action 1: blazing burp 

Element:  heat      Class: Ranged    
Accuracy: 8 

 
“The tiny lizard-like Infant Ignisaur tries with 

all its might to spew fire from their blazing in-
sides, but out comes only a blazing burb.” 

 
 

Deal D6 damage. 
If 5+ is rolled on damage dice, target becomes 

affected by the Burned debuff. 

action 2: teeth and claws 

Element:  neutral      Class: Melee     
Accuracy: 10 

 
“Do not let the size of an Infant Ignisaur fool 

you. They are natural predators, equipped with 
sharp fangs and barbed talons that can cause 

significant damage.” 
 

Deal D6 damage. 

action 3: smoke ring hiccups 

Element:  neutral     Class: Trigger   
Accuracy: 8 

 
“An Infant Ignisaur has not quite learned how 

to control the exothermic reaction going on 
within its insides. Sometimes they randomly 

cough up smoke from their bellies, stemming 
from yesterday’s incinerated meals.” 

 
Place an accuracy-change counter in play.  

For the next 5 game turns, all enemy actions 
have –2 accuracy.  

This action cannot be used again until it  
expires. 

 

action 4: bark and grunt 

Element:  neutral     Class: Trigger   
Accuracy: 10 

 
“It is hard to describe the sound an Infant  

Ignisaur makes. Some people describe it as a 
mix of canine barking, the cry of a human baby 

and the crackling of a bonfire. Other Battle-
Monsters find the sound deeply unnerving.” 

 
Reduce the ATK-stat of the target by 25% of its 

starting value. 

Vulnerabilities: earth (2)     stone (2)      aquatic (2) 

Natural Defenses: heat (½)      plant (½)       arctic  (½)     insect (½) 
moon (½)      metal (½)       

Immunities:   



jetsnapper spawn         cost: 13 battlepoints 

 

Element: aquatic 
Special Rules: Marine Rage; When a Jetsnapper Spawn has 10 or less HP, 

actions of the aquatic-element do double damage.  

 

 
 

 

HP ATK DEF RA RD IN 

20 5 7 5 6 4 

action 1: water squirt 

Element:  aquatic     Class: Ranged    
Accuracy: 8 

 
“Jetsnappers get their name from their ability 
to spew high-velocity jets of water at their en-
emies. They store the water in a special organ 

that keeps it under extreme pressure.” 
 
 

Deal D6 damage. 

action 2: might be edible? 

Element:  night     Class: Melee    
Accuracy: 10 

 
“The beaked jaws of even a small Jetsnapper 

can lock down on enemies with incredible 
force. In nature they are known to ambush  

unsuspecting BattleMonsters and drag them to 
their underwater graves. “ 

 
Deal D6 damage. 

If the opponent is on an equal or smaller model 
base, double the total damage output if a 6 is 

rolled.  

action 3: shell shock 

Element:  neutral     Class: Melee 
Accuracy: 8 

 
“The Jetsnapper retracts its legs and head into 

its shell and whips it’s tail violently, flinging 
the withdrawn monster haphazardly around.” 

 
 

Deal D6 Damage. Add 1 extra D6 of damage  
every turn this action is successfully used in a 

row.  

action 4: battlecry 

Element:  neutral     Class: Trigger   
Accuracy: 10 

 
“Although the roar of a Jetsnapper Spawn is 

nowhere near as intimidating as the one of the 
adults, it is still enough to disturb enemies 

enough to let their guard down.” 
 

Place a stat-change counter in play. Until the 
target is switched or defeated, it’s DEF-stat is 

lowered to 50% of its starting value. 
 

Vulnerabilities: lightning (2)     plant (2)  

Natural Defenses: heat (½)      aquatic (½)      arctic  (½)     metal (½)       

Immunities:   



cepasaurus sproutling     cost: 16 battlepoints 

 

Element: plant/toxic  
Special Rules: Botanic Rage; When a Cepasaurus Sproutling has 10 or less 

HP, actions of the plant-element do double damage.  

 

 

 

HP ATK DEF RA RD IN 

20 5 5 7 7 5 

action 1: leeching tendrils 

Element:  plant    Class: Trigger  
Accuracy: 6 

 
“Pores in the Cepasaurus Sproutling’s skin 

burst open to reveal root-like tendrils. They 
bore into the flesh of the enemy, leaching nu-

trients in a parasitic manner.” 
 

Place a trigger counter in play. At the end of 
every game turn, deal D3 Damage to the target 
and restore an equal amount of HP to the user.  

Remove counter whenever the opponent is 
defeated or switched.  

action 2: dozing spores 

Element:  plant    Class: Trigger  
Accuracy: 7 

 
“The Reekroot onion on the back of the Cepa-
saurus opens up slightly to unleash a dusty 

pollen which causes the enemy to blackout.” 
 
 

The target becomes affected by the  
Unconscious  debuff. 

action 3: lashing vines 

Element:  plant    Class: Ranged  
Accuracy: 8 

 
“The onion on the Cepasaurus’ back sprouts 

open like a mouth. Inside is a mass of thorned 
vines that reach out, slashing at the enemy.”  

 
Deal D6 damage. 

If the opponent is on an equal or smaller model 
base, double the total damage output if a 6 is 

rolled.  

action 4: bark and grunt 

Element:  neutral     Class: Trigger   
Accuracy: 10 

 
“The Cepasaurus Sproutling shakes violently 

releasing a gurgling purr. It almost sounds 
somewhat harmonic.” 

 
Reduce the ATK-stat of the target by 25% of its 

starting value. 

Vulnerabilities: air  (2)     heat  (2)     arctic  (2)      mind (2) 

Natural Defenses:  lightning  (½)      martial (½)        moon (½)  
plant  (½)       aquatic  (½) 

Immunities:   



 

silver drone models 
The following models are included in the Silver Drones expansion set. 

 
Campaign Rules:   
”Ah the SilverDrones... The greatest commercial success and failure of the century all at the same 
time. Originally developed decades ago by the brilliant engineer Malcolm Silver, these sentient dro-
nes seemed to have solved so much for the world. With their worldwide availability, it seemed like 
everyone could go into the store and buy a fully functional BattleMonster, which could also serve all 
the functions of common house gadgets like phones, computers and security systems. Newer mo-
dels even came with a built-in broadcasting projector for streaming media. Nobody knows for sure 
who or what released the SilverDrone techno virus which caused them all to run amok,  
unleashing their combat capabilities on their owners, killing thousands of people and BattleMon-
sters, as the rogue drones laid waste to the communities who had embraced the wonders of tech-
nology. Despite this catastrophe, SilverDrones are still sold today. Of course they now come with 
extreme security, with constant updates and legal forms for owners to sign, minimalizing the Silver 
company’s liability when drones randomly go haywire. A thing which is sure to happen if you do not 
keep  constantly downloading and installing the newest updates and patches.” 
 
In campaigns , SilverDrones and SilverDrone Swarms can be encountered in the wild as per the 
normal campaign encounter rules. When capturing a SilverDrone or SilverDrone Swarm in the wild, 
players must make a 5 Battlepoint microtransaction to the Silver Company for the latest software 
update to rid their rogue drone of its harmful malware before they can use the it in battle.  
Brand new SilverDrones can also be bought by the players during the economy phase. They are a 
reckognized commercial brand so the market price is double their Battlepoint value. At least this 
includes a free one-year subscription to all software updates. 



 

silverdrone                   cost: 16 battlepoints 

 

Element: lightning/metal  
Special Rules: Target Lock; If the opponent’s active BattleMonster has a 

higher IN-stat than the SilverDrone, the action “Shock Protocol” deals an 

extra D3 Damage.  

 

 

 

HP ATK DEF RA RD IN 

15 4 7 10 6 5 

Vulnerabilities: earth (4)     martial (2)    heat  (2)      

Natural Defenses: air (¼)     metal (½)     lightning (½)    neutral (½) 
stone (½)     arctic  (½)   insect (½)    moon (½)   

mind  (½)   mythic (½)     plant  (½)        

Immunities: toxic   

action 1: stun protocol 

Element:  lightning     Class: Trigger  
Accuracy: 8 

 
“The beastmaster uses a voice command, com-

manding the SilverDrone to stun its opponent 
with an electromagnetic pulse.” 

 
 

The target becomes affected by the Stunned 
debuff. 

action 2: shock protocol 

Element:  lightning     Class: Ranged  
Accuracy: 10 

 
“The Silver Drone is armed with an extremely 
accurate high voltage zap-gun which can be 

fired at the enemy by the beastmaster’s  
command.” 

 
Deal D6 damage. 

 

action 3: blinding flashes 

Element:  neutral      Class: Trigger     
Accuracy: 6 

 
“The eyepiece of a SilverDrone contains a pow-
erful projector. It can be used to stream media 

and lead the way in darkness, but the most cun-
ning of beastmaster will make the drone use 
the flashing lights to distract their enemies. 

 
The target becomes affected by the  

Distracted debuff. 

action 4: scary noises 

Element:  neutral     Class: Trigger   
Accuracy: 10 

 
“A SilverDrone can be commanded to play any 

media from the Silver Company’s own  
streaming service, SilverStream. The libraries 

include sound clips specifically designed to 
disturb and scare enemy BattleMonsters.” 

 
Place a stat-change counter in play. Until the 
target is switched or defeated, it’s ATK-stat is 

lowered to 50% of its starting value. 
 



silverdrone swarm        cost: 36 battlepoints 

 

Element: lightning/metal  
Special Rules: Target Lock; If the opponent’s active BattleMonster has a 

higher IN-stat than the SilverDrone Swarm, the action “Mass Shock Proto-

col” deals an extra D6 Damage.  

Upgraded BattleMonster; Players can upgrade a SilverDrone to a  

SilverDrone Swarm as described in the rules for upgrading BattleMon-

sters found on page 13 of the BattleMonsters rules booklet. 

 

 

Basic Actions: The following two actions are always known by any SilverDrone Swarm. In addition to 
these, players must choose or generate two optional actions from the optional actions list. 
Optional actions can be found on the next page. 

 

 
 

HP ATK DEF RA RD IN 

25 6 10 12 7 7 

action 1: stun protocol 

Element:  lightning     Class: Trigger  
Accuracy: 8 

 
“The beastmaster uses a voice command, or-
dering the swarm of SilverDrones to stun the 
opponent with a combined electromagnetic 

pulse.” 
 

The target becomes affected by the Stunned 
debuff. 

action 2: mass shock protocol 

Element:  lightning     Class: Ranged  
Accuracy: 10 

 
“The beastmaster commands the swarm of 

drones to attack . Instantly, they all fire at the 
enemy in a coordinated effort.” 

 
 

Deal 2D6 damage. 

Vulnerabilities: earth (4)     martial (2)    heat  (2)      

Natural Defenses: air (¼)     metal (½)     lightning (½)    neutral (½) 
stone (½)     arctic  (½)   insect (½)    moon (½)   

mind  (½)   mythic (½)     plant  (½)        

Immunities: toxic   



 
Optional Actions: Choose or generate two of the actions below to build your SilverDrone Swarm.  
Be sure to mark which action is chosen as number 3 and 4 to ensure they correspond with the  
action tokens. 

 
 
Campaign Rules:  The Silver Company is always working on new and futuristic technologies. Some-
times the agents of the Silver Company are equipped with special experimental drones to perform 
certain tasks along their secret missions. Some of these experimental drones seem so advanced, it 
is hard to fathom that they are actually human technology. Players can choose to increase the 
strength of a SilverDrone Swarm boss encounter by using the following profile and special rules. 
 
the sd-1000 

The SD-1000 is an experimental SilverDrone fashioned from seemingly liquid metal. It can distort 
and shape its metalic components to produce elemental blasts unmatched by regular SilverDrones. 
The SD-1000 generates its optional actions from the Lepusceros Rex optional action list. Each of 
these actions do 3D6 damage instead of the usual 2D6. When a player defeats an SD-1000, they may 
deliver it back to an official Silver Company store and claim their fixed reward of 25 Battlepoints for 
retrieving recyclable machine parts. If the player has a SilverDrone or SilverDrone Swarm on their 
team, they may let the liquid metal fuse with their drone to upgrade it to an SD-1000. The SD-1000 is 
hacked and can no longer install official updates. After each battle, roll a D6. On a roll of 1, the drone 
is taken over by malware and flies away. Remove it from your team. 

action ▢ combined flashes 

Element:  neutral      Class: Trigger     
Accuracy: 7 

 
“The swarm of drones rapidly flashes their 

projectors, projecting images and multicol-
oured lights everywhere in a spectacular 

show. 
 

The target becomes affected by the  
Distracted debuff. 

action ▢ scary noises 

Element:  neutral     Class: Trigger   
Accuracy: 10 

 
“The drones work in unison to play disturbing 

sounds in high quality stereo. A limited feature  
reserved for those who can afford multiple 

SilverDrones.” 
 

Place a stat-change counter in play. Until the 
target is switched or defeated, it’s ATK-stat is 

lowered to 50% of its starting value. 

action ▢ artillery strike 

Element:  metal     Class: Ranged    
Accuracy: 8 

 
“For an extra fee, the Silver Company can  

install a gun into your SilverDrone.  
For protection, of course. Beastmasters under 
the age of 18 must have their parents’ permis-

sion in order to purchase this upgrade. ” 
 

Deal 2D6 damage . 

action ▢ force field 

Element:  neutral      Class: Trigger    
Accuracy: 8 

 
“The Drones of the swarm are wirelessly con-

nected. At least when you can get them to con-
nect to each other. A command allows one of 
the mass of drones to project an electromag-

netic field that deflects enemy attacks.” 
 

Place a trigger counter in play.   
For the next 5 game turns, enemy melee-class 

actions do half damage. 

HP ATK DEF RA RD IN 

50 6 10 12 10 7 



 

eldritch astroidae  

models 
The following models are included in the eldritch asteroidae expansion set. 

 
Campaign Rules:   
”The Eldritch Asteroidae are mysterious creatures said to be as old as the earth itself. They can live 
for potentially an eternity as they are able to split themselves into multiple individuals instead of 
sexually reproducing. In the center of their stellar bodies lie a glowing eye, which is believed by the 
superstitious to see far beyond the physical realms.These eye-stones are highly priced, and used to 
craft some of the most exclusive and luxorious of jewelry. The reason why they fetch such a high 
price is because gathering the eyes is a dangerous affair. Not only do Ancient Asteroidae spend 
most of their time deep under the water. Their warty tentacled bodies are covered in cnidocytes, 
containing a venom which causes anyone getting into direct contact with the substance to slowly 
decend into madness, as their brains are slowly dissolved into goo within their craniums, all the 
infected can think about is the ethereal stare of the Asteroidae’s eyes. The strange people of the 
coast, belived by many to be some sort of cult, actually worships these strange creatures as divine 
entities, their entire culture being deeply infatuated with the Eldritch Asteroidae.” 
 
If a player’s team contains an Eldritch Asteroidae and it is defeated in battle, roll a D6 after the batt-
le is over. On a roll of 5+, a piece has fallen off the asteroidae. The piece becomes its own being and-
begins to regenerate into a new individual. The controlling player can choose to either sell the tiny 
asteroidling on the black marked for D6 Battlepoints or boil it to brew one ”lesser healing potion”. 



yog stellá                        cost: 18 battlepoints 

 

Element: aquatic 
Special Rules: Regrow Lost Limbs; Whenever a Yog Stellá is switched out, it 

instantly cures any debuffs it might be affected by.  

 

 

 

HP ATK DEF RA RD IN 

15 5 6 7 6 9 

action 1: water squirt 

Element:  aquatic     Class: Ranged    
Accuracy: 8 

 
“When staying on land for extended periods of 

time, the asteroidae keeps itself moist by using 
its strange powers to condense moisture di-
rectly out of the air. The ability can be used in 
battle to fling spheres of condensed water at 

the enemy.”  
 
 

Deal D6 damage. 

action 2: rapid regrowth 

Element:  neutral      Class: Trigger     
Accuracy: 8 

 
“The younger asteroidae known as Yog Stellá 
started life as a tiny piece of another member 

of their species. Any torn off piece of an  
eldritch asteroidae will eventually grow to-

become its own individual Yog Stellá.” 
 
 
 

Restore 2D6 HP to user. 

action 3: death stare 

Element:  mind     Class: Ranged 
Accuracy: 8 

 
“Madness lies within the eyestone of the Yog 
Stellá. Any creature that stares into it for too 

long is bound to lose itself. Perhaps this is why 
the jewelry fashioned from these gemstones is 

so entrancingly beautiful.” 
 

Deal D6 Damage. If a 6 is rolled on the damage 
dice, the target becomes affected by the  

Distracted debuff. 

action 4: misconception morph 

Element:  neutral     Class: Trigger   
Accuracy: 7 

 
“The boneless bodies of the Eldritch Asteroidae 

can be shaped and contorted in unnatural 
ways. They can even use their tentacles as legs 
to stand up in a bipedal manner, exposing their 

horrible segmented mouths.” 
 

Place an accuracy change counter in play. Un-
til the target is switched or defeated, all enemy 
actions have minus D3+1 accuracy. This effect 
does not accumulate by using this action mul-
tiple times. However, the standing result can 

be rerolled by using this action.  
 

Vulnerabilities: lightning (2)     plant (2)  

Natural Defenses: heat (½)      aquatic (½)      arctic  (½)     metal (½)       

Immunities:   



shog stellá                      cost: 44 battlepoints 

 

Element: aquatic/mind   
Special Rules: Regrow Lost Limbs; Whenever a Shog Stellá is switched out, 

it instantly cures any debuffs it might be affected by.  

Upgraded BattleMonster; Players can upgrade a Yog Stellá to a  

Shog Stellá as described in the rules for upgrading BattleMonsters found 

on page 13 of the BattleMonsters rules booklet. 

 

 

Basic Actions: The following two actions are always known by any Shog Stellá. In addition to these, 
players must choose or generate two optional actions from the optional actions list. 
Optional actions can be found on the next page. 

 

 
 

 

HP ATK DEF RA RD IN 

25 8 9 10 9 12 

action 1: hydro glands 

Element:  aquatic     Class: Ranged    
Accuracy: 8 

 
“Already from a shard-stage, the eldritch  

astroidae are able to manipulate humidity to 
some extend. Adult Shog Stellás have had dec-

ades if not centuries to perfect their abilities 
and seem to have evolved telekinetic abilities 

to bend and shape water as they please.” 
 

Deal 2D6 damage . 
 

action 2: rapid regeneration 

Element:  neutral      Class: Trigger     
Accuracy: 8 

 
“The Eldritch Asteroidae display some of the 

most advanced regenerative abilities known to 
man. For centuries, people have envied their 
eternal life and beauty. In some cultures they 

are even worshipped as holy creatures.” 
 
 

Restore 3D6 HP to user. 

Vulnerabilities: lightning (2) plant (2)  insect (2)  spirit  (2)  night (2)        

Natural Defenses: heat (½)     metal (½)      martial (½)     aquatic (½) 
arctic  (½)     mind  (½)    

Immunities:    



Optional Actions: Choose or generate two of the actions below to build your Shog Stella.  
Be sure to mark which action is chosen as number 3 and 4 to ensure they correspond with the  
action tokens. 

 
 
Campaign Rules:  The people of the coast have some rather strange traditions. Their children must 
complete a certain task in order to transcend into adulthood. The ritual forces the children to dive 
unequipped onto extreme depths and rip a piece off an Eldritch Asteroidae with their bare hands, to 
become their first BattleMonster. As the shard matures, the children seems to become overly atta-
ched to their new BattleMonsters, constrantly cuddling them, as their bodies become more and mo-
re addicted to their mind-devouring venom. After a few years the young adults and their asteroidae 
companion have become completely codependant on each other, their souls having formed a stran-
ge symbiotic bond letting them share thoughts and feelings. Players can choose to increase the 
strength of a Shog Stella boss encounter by using the following profile and special rules. 
 
asteroidae soul twins 

The Asteroidae Mind Twins are protected by a mysterious ward. Whenever they are succesfully hit 
by an enemy action, roll a D6. On a roll of 5+, cancel all effects of the action. When defeating the 
Asteroidae Soul Twins in battle, the human twin falls to their knees crying and begging you profuse-
ly to spare the life of their soulmate. They offer you their entire life savings of 20+2D6 Battleppoints. 
If you slaughter the beast to harvest its eye-stone, it can be given to a BattleMonster on the user’s 
team to permanently replace one of their actions with the ”Mind Blast” action.  
This option will of course leave the defeated soul twin with no options other than suicide. 

action ▢ mind blast 

Element:  mind     Class: Ranged 
Accuracy: 8 

 
“The ancient eye-stone of the Shog Stella 

lights up in a spectacular rainbow-coloured 
display. Enemies who look into the light is 

overcome by intense feelings of horror and  
overwhelming sadness.” 

 
Deal 2D6 Damage.  

If a double is rolled on the damage dice, place a 
stat-change counter in play after dealing  

damage. Until the target is switched or defeat-
ed, it’s RD-stat is lowered to 50% of its starting 

value. 

action ▢ chain lightning 

Element:  lightning     Class: Ranged   
Accuracy: 7 

 
“Warm winds whip and whistle as the air 

around the Asteroidae twitches with electric 
sparks. With a bright flash and an overwhelm-
ing noise, the eye-stone lights up suddenly as 

a lightning ignites from its centre .”  
 

Deal 3D6 damage. 
If 1-3 is rolled on the accuracy dice, the target 

becomes affected by the Stunned debuff. 

action ▢ stunning pulse 

Element:  lightning     Class: Trigger   
Accuracy: 8 

 
“The Shog Stella makes a hollow crackling 
noise, the eye-stone glowing brightly as it 

sends out shock waves to immobilize its foe.” 
 

The target becomes affected by the Stunned 
debuff. 

action ▢ sonic echoes 

Element:  spirit       Class: Trigger     
Accuracy: 9 

 
“A wailing echo meets the enemy’s ears. They 

are unsure whether the sound comes from the 
Shog Stellá or from within their head.” 

 
The target becomes affected by the Distracted 

debuff. 

HP ATK DEF RA RD IN 

35 8 10 10 10 12 



 

kickstarter exclusive 

models 
The following models were included for backers of the BattleMonsters 

kickstarter campaign. 

 
Goldbass Campaign Rules:   
”Goldbass are rare aquatic BattleMonsters with golden scales. If undisturbed, they can live for cen-
turies and grow to an enormous size at the bottom of the ocean. They spawn thousands of young at a 
time. Few, however make it to adulthood as these tiny Goldbass are completely defenseless. They 
must travel from the ocean up the freshwater streams to find safety from the horrors that lurk 
beneath the waves. As they mature and grow bigger and stronger, they will return to the sea to 
claim their rightful place in the top of the food chain.” 
 
Players must ask their opponent’s permission to use their Goldbass Miniature in battle, as the mo-
del is limited edition and not available to everybody. In campaigns, it counts as a ”rare encounter” 
even though its Battlepoint value is less than 20 points. 
 
Replikator Campaign Rules:   
”In recent years, conspiracies and urban legends about strange creatures  known as Replikators 
have begun to gain traction among society. People report encountering BattleMonsters who are not 
what they pretend to be. These imposters can change their tentacled bodies to assimilate anything 
they touch. Upon prolonged contact they will begin to completely absorb their hosts until the two 
become one. Theories of their origin ranges from alien invaders to them being some sort of biologi-
cal weapon. Some claim that this is all a cover-up and the Replikators are an experiment of the Sil-
ver Company which has somehow escaped into nature. Others warn people to stay out of certain 
villages, claiming that their population has been taken over by alien mimics.  
 
Although an official model of the Replikator’s true form was exclusively available on the Kickstarter 
campaign, players are encouraged to use whichever models they please if they want to include Re-
plikators in their games of BattleMonsters. These creatures can assimilate anything, so litterally 
every model can be used to represent a Replikator, be it another BattleMonster, a model from a dif-
ferent game or even a custom made model if you are up for the challenge.  



goldbass                        cost: 5 battlepoints 

 

Element: aquatic 
Special Rules: Rare Specimen (Campaign Only); Whenever a Goldbass sur-

vives a battle or encounter without being defeated, the owning player can 

harvest a couple of golden scales. They Gain D3 Battlepoints. 

 

 
 

 

 

HP ATK DEF RA RD IN 

10 1 6 2 2 8 

action 1: fish out of water 

Element:  neutral     Class: trigger    
Accuracy: 6 

 
“The Goldbass flaps its fins, flailing violently 
around, its body unfit for battle on dry land.”  

 
 

Deal D6 damage to the opponent. 
Deal D3 damage to user. 

action 2: flop around 

Element:  neutral      Class: Trigger     
Accuracy: 10 

 
“The Goldbass accepts its fate and just lies 

there, wriggling slightly with a desperate look 
in its eyes” 

 
This action has no effect. 

Vulnerabilities: lightning (2)     plant (2)  

Natural Defenses: heat (½)      aquatic (½)      arctic  (½)     metal (½)       

Immunities:   



replikator                      cost: 21 battlepoints 

 

Element: neutral   
Special Rules: Assimilation; Replikators can assume the form and qualities 

of whatever they touch. When a Replikator is activated, it immidiately be-

comes a complete copy of its opponent’s current active BattleMonster, ex-

cept for its HP which always starts at 20 and does not reset when trans-

forming. The Replikator will stay transformed until it switches out. Only 

when it is activated again, will it assume the form of the opponent’s current 

active BattleMonster. 

If two untransformed Replikators are ever in battle against each other, 

they will intertwine in a weird gene sharing coitus-like state and refuse to 

fight. Both Replikators counts as being immidiately defeated.  

 

 

 
 

 

HP ATK DEF RA RD IN 

20 ? ? ? ? ? 

action 1: ?  action 2: ? 

action 3: ? 
 

action 4: ? 

Vulnerabilities: ? 

Natural Defenses: ? 

Immunities: ? 



 

campaign sheets 
The following section includes sheets and cards that players can print out 

and use in their game of BattleMonsters. 

 
 
 
The campaign roster sheets are a simple way for players to keep track of their campaign progress.  
Players can choose to print sheets every time they start up a new campaign. You can also laminate 

your sheets and use whiteboard markers to note down your campaign progress.  



beastmaster’s name:          gender: 
                           
___________________                             
 
 

currently owned battlemonsters: 

M  F  

Nickname:______________  

Species:_______________  

Notes: 
 

Nickname:______________  

Species:_______________  
Notes: 

Nickname:______________  

Species:_______________  
Notes: 

Nickname:______________  

Species:_______________  
Notes: 

Nickname:______________  

Species:_______________  
Notes: 

Nickname:______________  

Species:_______________  
Notes: 

Item Storage: 

Battlepoint wallet:  


